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Preface 

The CHICSI detector is a A E - E telescope system for the measurement of charged 
ejectiles produced in violent nuclear collisions. Of particular interest is the detection of 
intermediate mass fragments in order to investigate the behavior of nuclear mat te r under 
extreme conditions. 

The detector is intended for experiments at the CELSIUS storage ring. Thus, the 
operation in a storage ring environment requires special a t tent ion to the ul t ra high vacuum 
(UHV) condition and gas jet target arrangements. The instrument should be operational 
in conjunction with other detector systems, as the slow heavy ion recoil detector (appendix 
A) and various particle telescopes. 

The design group was established October 9th, 1991 as a par t of the CHIC collaboration 
and delivered the first r epor t 1 ) in December 1991. The present report (version II) gives 
a more detailed specification of the CHICSI detector system, to a large extent based on 
consultations with detector- and electronics company experts. 

The members of the CHICSI design group up to now have been: 

Magne Gut tormsen Coordinator, University of Oslo 
Vladimir Avdeichikov V.G. Khlopin Radium Inst i tute , St. Petersburg 
Lars Carlén University of Lund 
Anders Oskarsson University of Lund 

Lars Westerberg The Svedberg Laboratory, Uppsala 
Harry Whitlow University of Lund 

Contributions have also come from Bo Jakobsson (Univ. of Lund) and Curt Eks t rom 
(TSL, Uppsala). 

Impor tant discussions have taken place with J .P . Bondorf, Yu. Murin, J. Nyberg, 
K. Nybø, O.V. Lozhkin from CHIC and S. Petersson, KTH, Stockholm, as well as rep-
resetatives for MICRON Semiconductor Ltd, Sussex, England and SI Center for Industrial 
Research, Oslo, Norway. 
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1 Scientific Motivation for the CHICSI Detector 
1.1 B u l k P r o p e r t i e s o f N u c l e a r M a t t e r 

The matter in the ground state of the atomic nuclei, the nuclear matter is to a first approx
imation a Fermi liquid with zero temperature. The constituents are the nucleons which 
attract each other with short range forces. Some effects modify this picture for a nucleus. 
Around half of the nucleons are protons which weakens the binding because of Coulomb 
interaction. The nuclei are small with a large surface which weakens the binding even 
further. The isospin symmetry gives maximum binding when the numbers of neutrons and 
protons approach each other. One result of these competing forces in nuclei is that the 
nuclei have mass numbers < 250. Pieces of nuclear matter with a mass number up to 500, 
also far away from the ground state, can be made in the laboratory only through collisions 
b* tween nuclei. The lifetime of such exotic matter is usually very small, of the order of 
10-100 fm/c. 

One way of characterizing nuclear matter is by the equation of state. This can be done 
for nuclear matter created in heavy ion collisions with the above mentioned limitations too. 
It is convenient to discuss the thermodynamic properties of the matter in a phase diagram 
Like that for infinite ordinary matter. In fig. 1 we sketch such a phase diagram where the 
evolution of the hot region in intermediate energy heavy ion reactions as well as the stellar 
evolution for exploding stars are indicated. 

The point that marks nuclei in their ground state has density 0.16 nucleons/fin 3 and 
temperature zero. This matter can undergo a phase transition between liquid (for large 
density), and gas (for low density), whenever the temperature is below the critical one 15-20 
MeV. Nuclear matter can also be compressed like ordinary matter and the compressibility 
should be possible to measure in a heavy ion reaction. 

The physics we discuss here has a strong coupling to astrophysics. It is believed that 
when a big star reaches the end of its fuel supply, it collapses because the gravitational 
force will no longer be compensated by the atomic thermal pressure. Matter (here nuclei 
with mass around Fe plus electrons) falls towards the center of the star and temperatures 
of the order of 10 MeV are reached. In the star center a small, extremely dense and heavy 
object composed almost entirely by neutron matter, the neutron star, is formed, while the 
outer layers of the star are blown away in a supernova explosion. The neutron matter is 
bound by the gravitational force. The necessary amount of mass for a neutron star to be 
bound is of the order of the mass of the sun. It now turns out that the compressibility of 
the nuclear matter plays a crucial role for the properties of the neutron star. 

1.2 H e a v y Ion C o l l i s i o n s 

The way in which one can investigate nuclear matter in the laboratory is through heavy ion 
collisions. The dt/unmtrs of the collision will however play an essential role for the evolution 
of the event. The idea] experiment includes a perfect 4 T detector designed for the special 
combination of beam/target mass ratio and beam energy. Such a detector cannot be made 
in reality. In order to produce as good a detector as possible one must use empirical 
knowledge from inclusive data on nucleon and fragment emission (figs. 2-5). Our program 
aims at much more exclusive experiments with event-by-event characterization In this 
case only emulsion data, some very recent counter experiment data and some theoretical 
codes can guide us somewhat for the design 
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Figure 1: Temperature-density phase diagram for nuclear matter. The evolution of a 100A 
MeV heavy ion collision (hot part) and a supernova explosion are marked and it should be 
noticed that these paths cross each other in the liquid gas coexistence region. 
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Figure 2a: Energy distribution of Z = 6 fragments in 200A MeV 
( ) and 400A MeV ( • - • - ) Ne + Xe and p + Xe reactions. The laboratory emission 
angles are 20°, 50°, 90° and 150" from top to bottom. 
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Figure 2b Angular distributions of energy integrated IMF's of charge 3. 4. 5. 6. 8 and 
10 in 100A MeV' Ne * Xe reactions ( ) For Z = 6 also 200A ( l l ) and 400A MeV 
( • • • • ) distributions are shown 
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Figure 3: Angular distributions of energy integrated recoiling nuclei of mass 75, 100 and 
124 in Ne + Xe reactions at 100A MeV. 
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Figure 4 Angular distributions of 'Be fragments originating from the projectile in I00A 
MeV ( -) and 400A MeV (• • • .) Ne + Xe reactions 
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Figure 5a: Angular distributions of target evaporation particles (p, d, t, 
100A MeV Ne + Xe reactions and 1A GeV p + Xe reactions. 
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Figure 5b: Energy distributions of "pre-equilibrium" or "hot source" protons in 100A MeV 
( ) and 4Q0A MeV ( - - - - ) Ne + Xe reactions. 

At least three different mechanisms for production of intermediate size and heavy frag
ments have been proposed. At low energy the composite system may partially equilibrate 
and then t vaparntt vnmpusitt partielt s .••tqut utially. A rather heavy remnant could survive, 
much Like the compound nucleus. In this case the fission channel is a special feature which 
should be considered. At higher energies, when the overlap zone between the two colliding 
nuclei interacts violently, there should be one or two big remnants left. True mulhfrtiguu n-
latum appears, i.e. a major part of the system receives so much excitation energy that it 
within a short time interval is able to break into a number of fragments throughout its entire 
volume ("simultaneous" break up). In this case the conditions for a phase mixture between 
gas and Liquid may be fulfilled. At very high energies two fragments are rapidly isolated 
(target and projectile spectators) and they can later break up into smaller fragments. 

Nuclear annpn -MIMI would show up as sidewise matter flow in both non-central and 
central collisions. The flow will be a signature for storage of compressional energy during 
the earlier phases of the collision. Recently there has been shown evidence for flow energy 
in near spherical collisions for big systems at energies around 100 MeV per nucleon but one 
has still not been able to determine the compressibility well. The flow is accompanied by 
fragmentation and production of intermediate mass fragments, and it must be identified 
through multiparticle correlations 

The conditions in the compressed and heated nuclear matter at the early ^tagen of the 
collnions favour iM'iifi"" »»/ infnn.tr ii*tjn* - »f fnnium in the colliding nucleon* Density 
fltirtuntions in the rolliding matter may concentrate inmnent energy locally fur producing 

http://infnn.tr


subthrtshold partielt*. Clearly the production and emission of such, a particle will cool the 
mat ter . This will affect the accompanying fragr- entation of the nuclear mat te r . 

For heavy ion beam energies of a few hundreds of MeV per nucleon the nucleon-nucleon 
(NN) collisions fall in the delta resonance region. This means that for central collisions 
many nucleons are excited to deltas, and delta matter is created. It is impor tant to detect 
such mat te r through correlations between produced particles. Strangt mesons are produced 
though with small probability at these energies. One of the applications of CHICSI is to 
characterize events in which kaons are produced. It is still an open question how strange 
quarks in this case are produced. In particular K + mesons are important probes of nuclear 
mat te r because they, unlike pions, have a rather long mean free pa th and are therefore able 
to probe the entire nuclear volume better . 

1.3 E x p e r i m e n t s a t S t o r a g e R i n g s 

In conclusion there are two main reasons to build a detector like CHICSI. In heavy ion 
collisions at intermediate and high energy there are a large number of reaction products in 
each event. These particles are emitted at all angles though with a certain concentration at 
forward angles in the laboratory system. In order to be able to make a good characterization 
of tfu ertnt, in particular to find the impact parameter , one must detect as many as 
technically possible of these particles. Secondly the multipart]cle detector, together with 
additional detectors, should be able to probe bulk matter properties, should be able to 
identify muttifragmt ntatxon and possibly also flow and compression. At the present stage 
of the development of heavy ion physics it ought to be very attractive to have a detector 
like CHICSI available for this kind of experiments. 

The carrying through of interesting experiments on elementary hadronic interaction 
at IUCF (Indiana) and the progress in storage and cooling of ions at MPI (Heidelberg), 
ESR (Darmstadt ) and CELSIUS (Uppsala) make us confident in the practical utility of 
storage rings for proton-nucleus and nucleus-nucleus experiments. The CHICSI program 
is primarily directed towards CELSIUS but the ESR (heavier nuclei) and Julich (protons 
and light ions) rings may become alternatives for our future activity. 

The most prominent features of storage rings are the high momentum resolut im and 
high precision of the beam, the combination of ultra-thin targets and high luminosities 
and the great flexibility in beam energy. Our program is based on the latter two quant! ?s 
while the momentum resolution of the beam is not a critical parameter for the experiments. 
Naturally, cooling is needed to get long lifetimes of the beams which is of vital importance 
for a good duty cycle In addition, cooling reduces the size of the beam on target and 
therefore improves the angle resolution. In particular we stress »hat measur-vcents of 
very heavy recoiling nuclei need the gas jet target concept and (hat measurements across 
the onset of multifragmentation or strange meson production require a well defined slow 
acceleration cycle or. second best, a quick variation of the fixed flat top energy. These 
requirements make it impossible to utilize conventional accelerators though the CHICSI 
detector itself may well be used also at fixed target facilities. 
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2 CHICSI at CELSIUS 
2.1 C E L S I U S P a r a m e t e r s a n d S ing l e s R a t e s in C H I C S I 

The performance of CHICSI at CELSIUS is of course first of all depending on the beam 
parameters. The following parameters are based partly on well established test results and 
partly on conservative estimates. 

The present rigidity of Bp = 7 Tm allows protons with E p < 1.35 GeV and light ions 
(Z/A = 1/2) with E < 0.47A GeV to be stored. (Upgrading to 10 Tm, which is technically 
possible and highly desirably within few years, increases the energies to 2.2 GeV and 0.83A 
GeV). The present gas jet target guarantees a jet flow of at least 1 1 0 H H atoms/cm" 2 . A 
beam gas jet overlap factor of 0.5 gives an effective target thickness of 5-10 1 3 c m - 2 for H, 
2-10" c m _ a f o r N a n d N e , 5-10" cm" 1 for Ar and 3-10" c m - 2 for Kr and Xe. The possible 
number of stored GeV protons is at least M O 1 1 and of light ions (up to Ne) M O 1 0 . This 
gives the following luminosities (£ ) and event rates (R - based on "reaction cross sections") 
during a flat top operation (for protons up to 30 min): 

1.3 GeV p+Xe L = M 0 3 0 c n r V 1 R = 1 .210 6 s" 1 

0.4A GeV Ne+Xe L = 8-10 2 8 c n r V 1 R = 1.8-105 s" 1 

CHICSI telescopes covering 2.5, 30 and 3.5 msr. at 20°, 90* and 150° respectively will 
then in accordance with empirical cross sections (figs. 2-5 and additional data) be facing 
a total flux of charged particles of (13, 120, 11 )• 10 3 s _ 1 for p + Xe and (3.5, 19, 0.6)- 10 3 

s" ' for Ne + Xe. These fluxes do of course not include any electrons, neutrons or gammas. 
After passing through I mm of Si (at ev. scintillator position) the fluxes are reduced to (8, 
60, 5) 10 3 s - 1 and (3, 12, 0.3) 10 3 s ' 1 . In conclusion, with minor adjustments of the solid 
angles we can expect svigUs rat€s of (10-100)10 3 particles/s in p + Xe and ( 1 - 2 0 ) 1 0 3 

particles/s in Ne + Xe reactions + background (see also appendix B). 

2 .2 T r i g g e r R a t e s and D e t e c t o r s in C o m b i n a t i o n w i t h C H I C S I 

According to the introductory discussion two main goals for CHICSI are t<> nuasun On 
in/* ntifdial* »*«» frngmtnts (IMF) a» mil as possxblt and to characl* n:t tht € ft tit» glob
ally. We define, following today's standard, IMF's as fragments with 3 '_ Z <: 10 and E 
• 1A MeV. The spectra in fig. 2 suggest that the upper limit in the registration should 

not be below 200 MeV (total kinetic energy) in the forward direction while 100 MeV is 
enough in the backward hemisphere. The second mission for CHICSI requires that also 
p and a are identified, from the Coulomb barrier energy up to approximately twice the 
beam energy per nurleon (fig. 5). Possibilities to correlate the two kinds of measurements 
should be guaranteed, which e.g means that a fast on-line IMF trigger can be followed by 
an off-line characterization of the event. The momentum resolution needs not to be very 
high Probably Ap/p - 0 05 is enough for all purposes (even for so called sphericity flow 
analysis). 

The rharatd purtirh nntlttphrity is the most straightforward event characterizing pa 
rametrr Such a trigger in itself will give a high trigger rate at maximum luminosity s i n e 
the efficiency is very high, probably -10*1 leading to a rate of 0 8R or I 10 f l s" ' for p * 
Xe and 1 5 10* s ' for Ne * Xe 

The /If/' mrtttiphrity is the next trigger to be considered It follows from fig 2 and 
recent emulsion data on the probability. P{n). to have n IMF's in a Ne * XP reaction. 
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that the average number of n is 1.6. With an individual detection efficiency ( / ) of 0.8 one 
obtains a total efficiency of P{n) • [1 - (1 - / ) " ] = 0.53. A similar (larger uncertainty) 
est imate for p + Xe gives an efficiency of 0.2 and thus trigger rates of 2 1 0 5 s~ l and 8-10* 
s" 1 are obtained. 

Experiments aiming at a general characterization of p-nucleus or heavy ion collisions 
are probably easier to perform at standard accelerators with external beams. Our goal 
must therefore be to combine CHICS! with the more specialized detectors that are available 
within the collaboration: 

• The recoil detector system (see appendix A and ref. 2)) for very slow heavy fragments 
with energies below 1A MeV is also an event characterizing device (reaction plane, 
impact parameter) and it is looked upon as an integrated part of the CHICSI project. 
The high cross sections tor such fragments and their forward peaked emission (fig. 3, 
observed in radiochemistry experiments) makes it at t ract ive to add this device even 
though the solid angle of the detector is small. The natural way to combine re
coil measurements with CHICSI characterization is to let the recoil telescope create 
the fast trigger and then read out CHICSI "passively". The efficiency in the recoil 
detection (based on one recoil per event, 0.4 msr solid angle per telescope and 10 
telescopes) is 1.3«10~3 which gives a trigger rate of 240 s - 1 . 

• .Si telescopes with 4 6 elements have been utilized in our experiment FA34 at the 
Gustaf Werner Cyclotron (GWC) to identify all stable ( r > 1 ms) isotopes with 1 < 
Z < 5 (ref. 3 )) . Having three such telescopes each covering 3 msr at 45° the trigger 
rate of frequent medium heavy isotopes (here 6 Li) is 3000 s~ l and of rare isotopes 
( h e r e 6 H e ) 700 a- 1 . 

• AV «(roii detection, could be made with the CTH-NORDBALL liquid scintillators*} 
provided that an accurate start time for the T O F measurements could be arranged. 

• Finn detection can be made with existing plastic range telescopes in the energy region 
12-80 MeV. These detector systems and other "large cross section devices" give again 
trigger rates of 100-5000 s - 1 . 

• Within CHIC we have access to both proton and neutron tnttrftromftry array**). 
One challenging experiment would be to measure small angle pp, pn and nn corre
lation functions together with the information from an event characterizing device 
Uke CHICSI. Based on a careful extrapolation of our da ta for 32A MeV heavy ion 
collisions 1) we have estimated a fast trigger rate from the pp interferometer of {1-
2) 1 0 - 3 R •= 180-360 s " 1 and from the nn interferometer of (1-2) 10"* R = 18-36 
a- ' . 

• The CHICKEN kann detector*) is an efficient tool for subthreshold measurements 
We are however now facing very small cross sections. An upgrading of CELSIUS lo 
10 T m should be made before such a program starts and therefore we estimate the 
K* trigger ra te for 800A MeV Ne + Xe collisions. With an energy integrated (10-120 
MeV) cross section of 20 pb/»r . 100 msr solid angle and 20% detection .-'ffiriency one 
obtains a trigger rate in this case of 0 16 s ' 1 or 14000 kaons per effective 24h shift 
We stress that this is a very sophisticated experiment The only similar existing one 
is (hat of the KaoS group at GS1 ( r e f ' ) ) that has an ev«?nt characterizing device 
combined with a large QD kaon spectrometer In experiments as the one descrbed 
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above, running over several days, about 1000 K + are collected in this device. If the 
kaon cross section falls by an order of magnitude or less between 0.8A GeV and 0.47A 
GeV it may thus be worthwhile to perform a kaon-CHICSI experiment even at the 
present Ne energies. 

Naturally it is important for this type of low cross section experiments (there are a 
number of them) that the introduction of CHICSI reduces the counting ra te as little as 
possible. 

3 Detector Arrangement 
3 .1 D e s i g n G o a l s 

We summarize the basic design considerations: 

• Focus on typical IMF's i.e. fragments with Z between 3 and about 10 for which the 
identification should be optimized. This means at least charge resolution. Mass 
resolution would require also velocity measurements which are difficult in a compact 
design. 

• IMF's have low kinetic energy, 0 < E < 60A MeV. It is particularly impor tant to 
keep the detection threshold as low ' 3 possible. 

• On the average only a few IMF's appear in those reactions we intend to study. The 
maximum multiplicity can be as high as 10. For good performance at the highest 
IMF multiplicity about 100 telescopes are needed. However, the multiplicity of light 
particles is much higher which motivates a larger number of telescopes. 

• The design should also allow the detector to be used as a multiplicity detector for 
light charged particles. It should also be able to operate in coincidence with the recoil 
detector system The detector must be placed inside the CELSIUS vacuum vessel 
and consequently must be UHV compatible. 

• The device should operate on triggers from other detector systems as well as on triggers 
on large IMF (or charged particle) multiplicity from the detector itself. 

3 .2 G e o m e t r i c a l L a y - O u t 

The following discussion is focused on the geometrical layout of the system. Details on 
the individual telescope design, da ta acquisition system and mechanical considerations are 
given in the following chapters. Though a cooled beam has very small extention we choose 
5 cm as a minimum distance from the beam axis because of the halo and the forward peaked 
particle background that has been observed (appendix B) at least with non-cooled proton 
beams. The philosophy behind the geometrical la}-out is to come as close as possible to 
full azimuthal coverage in the forward hemisphere and to have as similar counting ra te in 
each telescope, as possible. 

Due to projectile fragmentation in peripheral collisions the counting ra te at very forward 
angles (9 < 15°) will be especially high. Therefore we plan not to equip this part at the 
forward cone with the slow Si detectors because they would limit the event ra te too much. 
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Figure 6: Tentative detector arrangement in forward direction. 

Although some fraction of the IMF's will escape detection at small angles, this is a necessary 
compromise with a moderate loss of solid angle. 

Generally, the counting ra te decreases with increasing angle. This is mainly governed by 
the angular distributions of light fragments which are well known (see figs. 5a and Sb) and 
not so much by the IMF's themselves. As a consequence the solid angle of each telescope 
should be matched to light particle angular distributions i.e. the solid angle should decrease 
gradually towards small angles. 

The basic geometrical constraints are a detector size of 1 c m ' , all detectors same size 
and shape and no detectors closer to the beam than 5 cm This leaves in principle only 
one possible geometrical solution. Figure 6 shows the forward part of this solution. The 
telescopes are organized in 17 rings with 32 telescopes in each. All rings are almost identical 
except for the tilt angle of the telescopes which should be mounted perpendicular to the 
direction of the fragments at the particular angle. Of course, some solid angle is lost in each 
ring since full coverage would require 'rapezoidal shaped detectors with different measures 
for different rings. For reasons of cost and flexibility we consider it to be so at t ract ive to 
have identical detectors everywhere, that we accept the resulting loss of solid angle. Rings 
can be moved to other angles by simply replacing the support ring which determines the 
tilt angle. 

We summarize some geometrical data in table 1. Only rough estimates are given for 
rings 11 and 12 which require detailed engineering. 

The space behind each telescope must partly be occupied by the 3 m m wide insensitive 
Si substrate used for contacting and mechanical support, in total 900 /jm of Si. The support 
ring is extended outwards to cover the backface of the next detector ring. The thickness 
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Table 1: Parameters for the proposed detector arrangement. 
Ring 6m\a A0 Distance ft ft 

(deg) (deg) (cm) Actual(msr) Geom.(%) 
1 15 3 19.68 70.6 76U 
2 17 4 16.56 99.7 78.3 
3 21 4 13.98 140.0 78.6 
4 26 4 11.85 194.9 78.8 
5 30 6 10.10 268.2 79.2 
6 36 6 8.68 363.2 79.8 
7 42 8 7.54 481.5 80.4 
8 50 8 6.64 620.2 81.4 
9 58 10 5.97 768.9 82.5 
10 68 10 5.49 908.4 83.8 
11 78 12 5 1100 88 
12 90 12 5 1100 88 
13 102 10 5.49 908.4 83.8 
14 112 10 5.97 768.9 82.5 
15 122 8 6.64 620.2 81.4 
16 130 8 7.54 481.5 80.4 
17 138 6 8.68 363.2 79.8 
Total 9250 74 

of th* extension is chosen to force all high energy particles going to detectors outside the 
scattering chamber (e.g. a 4ir detector) pass through the same amount of materia]. The 
mechanical solution should leave the backside open for the addition of one scintillator 
detector in each telescope. 

The diameter of the Si cylinder is small enough to fit the whole assembl. between the 
gas inlet/outlet nozzles of the gas jet target system giving full acceptance in azimuth. In 
the two rings close to 90° one must remove a few telescopes at the top and at the bottom 
for the gasjet. When the IMF detector is operated together with the recoil detector system 
(appendix A) it is necessary to remove one or two Si telescopes in the rings where recoils 
are to be measured. 

3.2.1 S i m u l a t i o n s of the P r o p o s e d Lay-Out 

We have made a Monte Carlo simulation generating events with empiric angular and mul
tiplicity distributions to check the geometrical solution with respect to singles counting 
rate and to check the double hit probability. The result for a worst case situation (here, a 
central collision at 400A MeV, which leads to full disintegration of the Ar and Xe nuclei 
involved) is shown in fig. 7. We notice that the hit probability varies only little between 
the rings. Also the single hit probability is almost constant irrespective of the angle which 
means that the angular coverage of each ring is well matched to the actual angular distri
bution of tight particles. The double hit probability is low, about 5% which is acceptable 
but not negligible. However the result represents a really worst case event simulation of 
the largest possible multiplicity. 
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Figure 7: Single hit probability. 

4 Detector Telescopes for CHICSI 

4.1 Basic Design and Considerations 
The basic configuration of the detector telescopes is shown in fig. 8a. It consists of a AE-
E detector configuration followed by a veto-flag detector which is used to determine if a 
particle such as a high-energy proton has passed right through the AE—E detector. 

At forward directions (15° < $ < 40°) an additional scintillator element (fig. 6b) is 
included in order to increase the high energy cut-off of the detector telescopes. This is 
necessary because the drag from the projectile momentum leads to significant extension of 

I 
Flag 

I 
SanMlaior pjag 

(a) Standard telescope (b) Forward telescope 

Figure & CHICSI telescope configurations. In configuration (b), the photo diode of the 
scintillator can be used as flag detector 
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Table 2: CHICS1 Detector telescope configurations. 

8 No. of A E detector E detector IMF energy 
(dgr.) rings range [A MeV] 
15-40 6 10 pm Si 

+30D fim Si scintillator 0.7-60 
40-80 6 10 /zm Si 1 mm Si 0.7-13.5 

95-160 5 10 ym Si 300 ym Si 0.7-7.0 

IMF momentum distribution in forward directions (fig. 2). The detector configurations for 
the different angles are presented in table 2. 

The modular construction of CJflCSI makes the configuration easy to change. For 
example, for measurements of high energy protons in backward directions, some of the 
rings with scintillators could be moved to the backward directions. 

The nominal geometric layout of the detector elements is shown in fig. 9. The detector 
chips will be self supporting with the exception of the thin AE detectors where a supporting 
frame will be added to give the necessary mechanical stability. There are a number of 
different possibilities for mounting these detector chips to form a telescope. The mounting 
has to form both the mechanical support and provide electrical connection. Moreover it 
should be easy to replace the individual slices. 

The possible solution of the mounting in fig. 10 gives good electrical contact and me
chanical stability ensured by the high local pressure from spring clips. The spring clips 
are fastened to the end of shielded Kap ton ribbon cables clamped between ceramic blocks 
which are mounted in turn on the azimuthal rings. Alternative methods currently under 
investigation could be based on a UHV compatible adhesive techniques, and conventional 
ultrasonic bonding as well as vacuum brazing with a low vapour pressure alloy. 

4 .2 D e t e c t o r T e l e s c o p e T h i c k n e s s e s 

The low energy cut-off of the detector telescope is governed by the requirement that the 
range of the particle is sufficient to allow the particle to pass through the AE detector 
and generate a signal above the noise pedestal in the E detector. Test calculations using 
a transport equation method*) yielded a maximum thickness of 10 /im for a low energy 
cut-off of < t.OA MeV. The high energy cut-off is similarly governed by the condition that 
the IMF's must be completely stopped in the telescope. This gave a high energy cut-off 
of about 6A MeV and 14A MeV for 300 øm and I mm thick detectors, respectively. For 
angles between 15° and 40" an additional 6 mm GSO (GdSiO,) scintillator will be included 
(or if response tests fail a 10 mm Csl), which will extend the igh energy cut-off to about 
60A MeV. In the light of this the A E - E detector telescope configuration is presented in 
table 2 

The thickness of the flag detector should be sufficient to capture a usable signal even 
from nunimum ionising particles (MIPs) and at the same time be sufficiently mechanically 
stable and economical. A p i n detector thickness of 300 /m» is a good compromise because 
it ts a standard wafer thickness for microelectronic production. Detectors fabricated from 
this thickness of wafer would have a low capacitance (--36 pF) and coUecl a sufficient 
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Figure 9: CHICSI detector chip layout. 

AE E 

Figure 10: Detector mounting. 
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number of electron-hole pairs to permit easy detection of MIPs. 
Detailed calculations using the TRIM-90 Monte Carlo computer code 8 ) have been car

ried out to assess the performance of the E and AE detectors needed to cover the 1-10A 
MeV energy range for IMF's . The results of this study showed that when using a 10 /mi 
thick A E detector the low energy cut-off was below 1A MeV for most IMF's with 3 < Z 
< 10. Figure 11 presents the plots of the signals deposited in the AE and E detectors for 
a range of light particles and IMF's . The IMF particles chosen were isotope triads with 
(Z,A), ( Z + l , A ) , (Z,A-1) so that the effects of a change in mass- or proton number by one 
could be seen. It should be born in mind that the calculations are based on a number of 
assumptions: 

• The equilibrium charge state of the projectile is taken to be that given by Brandt-
Kit agawa. 

• The high energy stopping is scaled from proton stopping power according to the 
equilibrium charge state. 

• At low energy the stopping is (ve loc i ty ) 0 7 5 proportional. 

• AU the energy deposited in electronic stopping goes into electron-hole pair production. 

• Charge carrier collection in the diode is perfect. 

An inspection of fig. 11 shows that for a realistic resolution of AE measurement of 
< 10%, isotones with a proton number differing by one may be separated. Isobars with 
neutron numbers differing by one unit will not be separated because the change in A E is at 
best 1-2%. The other noteworthy feature of the figure is the wide dynamic range that must 
be handled, a t least in the E signal which stretches from approximately S to 220 MeV. 

4 . 3 E n e r g y R e s o l u t i o n for A E 

The resolution of the AE measurement i» determined by a number of factors. The most 
important are 

t The noise contribution from the amplifier chain. 

• Thickness variations over the active area of the detector-

• Statistical stopping effects. 

To identify clearly particle charges 3 +_ Z ^ 10 one need» to put the upper limit on 
non uniformity around 0 5-0 6 pm for a 10/im detector, and a thickness of the second E-
detector around 300 /jm. 

Figure 12 shows the energy resolution {%) due to this effect calculated from 9) 2 
13 O v ' a / A E for a detector telescope consisting of a 10 ftm AE detector and a 300 /im E 
detector These estimates are in good agreement with e x p e r i m e n t » 1 0 " l I ) . The low energy 
cutoff corresponds to an energy of 1A MeV It ran be clearly seen that nuclei that differ 
in proton number by one unit can be easily separated This is confirmed by experimental 
energy resolutions for various impinging beam nuclei and detector thicknesses as were shown 
in fig 4 of the previous CHICS! repor t 1 ) 
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Figure 11 Energies deposited in the AE and E detectors for various light isotope 
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Figure 12: Theoretical energy resolution for a 10 /im + 300 ;im detector telescope. 
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Figure 14 The AE vs. E plot for a detector telescope comprising of ] I f im and 300/im 
elements, respectively. Taken from ref. 1 1.) 
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Figure 13 shows the energy loss of particles in the thin 10 /un detector. The broken 
lines denote the energy resolutions for the particles having ranges of 100, 300 and 1000 /im 
in the thick E detector. 

Figure 14 demonstrates that the theoretical estimates are reasonable. The figure rep
resents fragments emitted at 30° from 1 6 0 + 2 7 A1 colisions at 94A MeV, see ref. 1 2 ) . The 
low energy cut-off is from 0.9A MeV for Li to 14A MeV for N. The high energy limit 
corresponds to a total loss of 40 MeV. 

4 . 4 S i D e t e c t o r P r o t o t y p e D e v e l o p m e n t 

During 1991/92 an investigation has been made of companies that can supply 10 /an 
thick self-supporting Si detectors. Two companies were judged to be able to produce such 
detectors in short enough time. SI in Oslo proposed to manufacture the detectors using 
an etching technique based on anisotropic etching for denned temperature and time. This 
method yielded Si membranes that had p-p thickness variation of about 1 /ira over a 10 x 10 
mm area. They are also interested in developing a new electrochemical etch-stop technology 
which promises to give membranes with thickness variations a factor 10 or so smaller. The 
other company, Micron Semiconductor Ltd. aim to manufacture the detectors from 2" Si-
wafers that had been polished to 10 /xm thickness by a specialist company 1. These wafers 
are supplied with taper of < 1 pm over the entire 2" wafer. The thickness variation over 
a single 10 x 10 mm detector chip is much smaller. Precise thickness measurements are 
ptanned during spring with the Lund proton microbe. The wafers are chemo-mechanically 
polished. Both Micron and SI were also interested in supplying the 300 /im and 1 mm thick 
Si detectors. On the basis of the offers received it was decided to award the development 
contract to Micron Semiconductor Ltd. 

In order to keep down development costs, the prototype detectors will be based on an 
existing mask set for 10 x 10 mm detectors. The prototype detectors will thus not have the 
final form of the CHICSI detectors, but offer a cost effective way to eradicate uncertainties 
with the technology. 

4 .5 Si D e t e c t o r S p e c i f i c a t i o n s 

4.5.1 C o m m o n Specif icat ions for 10, 300 and 1000 p m Detec tor i 

A lay-out of the detector prototype is shown in fig. 15. Tin routart patttni mt tin fn/nt 
«urfan \.i not nnpUrn* nttd irt tin pmtntypt * bul pmvx.+ itm i> mad* In rmtlact tht fnmt 
-nrfarr aud guard ring. All prototype detector» have the following dimensions 

C h i p area: 14 * 12 mm, active area 10 - 10 mm. 
C h i p e d g e to act ive region: 1 , 1 , 1 and 3 mm. 
Back-contact : Implanted n* contact with Ai metallisation 
Addi t iona l passivation: None 
Bakeabi l i ty : Better than 1000 hours at 125*0 with no applied voltage 
V a c u u m : All materials and processing lo be compatible with ultra high vacuum practice 
(Low vapour pressure materials and bakeable) 

' Virgin*» Semiconductor Inc 
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Figure 15: Prototype detector chip layout. 

4 .S.2 Specification* for 10/im Si D e t e c t o r 

M o u n t i n g : The support frame is to be of a suitable UHV compatible material (e.g. ce
ramic, Vespel, silicon, silica) and have an edge thickness of 0.5 mm on three sides, as in 
the final design. The "glue" used to stick the chip to the support frame must be UHV 
compatible can be borosilicate glass, or a UHV compatible silicone. (Micron is to supply 
us with data on this.) Provision is to be made for electrical contact to the back contact. 
Wafer th ickness: The wafer thickness ordered by Micron will be 10 ± 1 /im, The thick
ness variations over a chip shall be less than 10 ± 0.5 /im. 
R e s o l u t i o n : The 5.43 MeV a-particle energy resolution to be as good as possible. 
Front windowi 200 run thick Al coating on the surface to reduce light sensitivity. 
Guard-r ing: None. 

4 .5 .3 Specif ications for 300 pm Si D e t e c t o r s 

M o u n t i n g : None-naked chip (self-supporting detector). 
Wafer th ickness: Thickness of wafer ordered 300 ± 15 /xm (the variation over a single 
chip is to be smaller) 
R e s o l u t i o n : The S 43 MeV a-particle energy resolution to be ^ 0 5% 
Front w indow: No or minimal Al layer to optimise resolution (These detectors need tint 
be light sensitive as they will be covered by the 10 pm thick detectors ) 
Guard-r ing: None 

4 .5 .4 Specifications for 1 m m Si Detec tor» 

M o u n t i n g : None-naked chip (self-support ing delator) 
Wafer th ickness: Thickness of wafer ordered 1000 t IS pm (The vnxmiinn over a tir.glr 
chip is to be smaller ) 
Reso lu t ion : Tbe S 43 MeV o particle energy r»wlutmn tr> b» * 1 0% 
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GSO GdSiOj 
Csl Csl 

BGO BuGejO^ 

Table 3: Properties of GSO scintillator, 
Light output, relative to Csl (%) 35-40 
Decay constant (/is) 0.05 
Effective atomic number 59 
Density (g / cm 3 ) 6.71 
Wavelength of maximum emission (nm) 0.43 
Energy resolution for 1 3 7 C s at 0.66 MeV (%) 8-10 
Radiation length (mm) 13 
Thermal coeff. of linear expansion < 1 5 1 0 ' 6 

Melting point (°K) >1690 
Hardness (Mohs) 3.4-4.0 

Table 4: Projected range calculations in scintillators for 6QA MeV 7 Li. 
Scintillator Composition Density (gcm~ 3 ) Range (mm) __ __ 

4.51 9.9 
7.1 6.1 

Front window: No or minimal Al layer to optimise resolution. (These detectors need not 
be light sensitive as they will be covered by the 10 pro thick detectors.) 
Guard-r ing: Guard ring structure to inhibit the lateral extension of the depletion region 
so it does not touch the cut edge of the wafer. 

4 . 6 S c i n t i l l a t o r D e t e c t o r s 

Two types of thick scintillator detectors for the E-counters have been considered: Csl (10 
• 10-10 nun 3 ) and GdSiO, (GSO). In table 3 some properties of GSO are Listed. The 

combination of a 300 pro (Si) + 10 mm (GSO) will allow the identification of particles by 
charge and mass in the rang* up to 50-60 MeV/nucleon. 

The very small decay constant of the new GSO crystal is of great importance Also the 
crystal has a high Z value. Table 4 shows that the stopping power is as high as for BGO The 
calculation is baaed on TRIM 1991 (ver 91 00) of ref*) GSO is a nonhygrostopic, inert 
crystal and show* no cleavage The crystal i» easily handled in UHV environment and is 
well coupled to the spectral response of silicon photodiodei The outg&sung properties are 
similar to quart* and with no heating problems. A reflector like TiO, may be evaporated 
on the surface. Both Csl and GSO crystals will be supplied by the St Petersburg group 

For comparison, fig 16 shows the range-energy relation for a-particles in Si. Csl and 
GSO It is still necessary to get data on the response of GSO for light charged particle* A 
program to lest the energy resolution for particles up to Z - 5-6 u planned An educated 
guess is that the resolution t» around 1% for SO MeV protons and 100 MeV a particle» 

The photodiode of the GSO crystals mounted in forward direction might be u w l ** 
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Figure 16: Range-energy relations for a-particles in Si, Csl and GSO. 

velo detector. The particles which pass through the crystal give abundant signal in the 
photodiode, so these may be identified in the AE-E matrix. 

5 The CHICSI Trigger and Readout System 
5.1 Introduction 

The essential problem with the CHICSI readout system is the large number (^540) of 
detector telescopes with 3 or 4 (incl. photodiode) active elements that have to be read 
out and the need to transport this information through the vacuum chamber wall. A 
conventional approach using standard electronic modules is clearly inapnropriate - not 
least because of the large number of vacuum leadthroughs needed. In order to select the 
useful events from a physics viewpoint it is necessary to include a highly flexible and general 
trigger system The trigger system should not only be able to handle external triggers, but 
also sophisticated internal triggers based on IMF multiplicity, correlations between IMF 
signals etc , as wet] as combinations of external and internal triggers. 

Although the singles count rate at the detectors will be large (approaching 101 s~') the 
trigger requirements will reduce the event rate that has to be stored on computer storage 
media to at most a few thousends per second (see section 2). In case of intrrnal IMF 
multiplicity trigger alone one must probably accept to reduce the luminosity enough to 
give similar rales This makes it possible to serially multiplex a large number of analogue 
channels so they can be transmitted through a single channel without introducing significant 
dead time Serial multiplexing also leads to large cost savings because only a tingle ADC" 
and a single leadlhrough. (if the multiplexing i> carried out inside the vacuum; i> needed 
for many channels 

The approach that we plan to adopt here is to construct special readout chips thai will 
handle the telescope readout and low level trigger functions from a number of n-lcrop-. 
«tmultanenusty The same chip can be used for 3 and 4 Hemrnl trle*rnpes In ch<- fi.rmT 
case part of the circuitry on the chip will be redundant The chips will .it mud.- lb- vacuum 

Energy 
(MeV) 

Range (mm) 
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Figure 17: Readout scheme. D is a discriminator that is used to identify signals above 
the noise pedestal. Null-signals that do not trigger the discriminator are not passed to the 
ADC and a short strobe pulse quickly clocks out the signal from the next channel. If the 
signal exceeds the discriminator level the strobe is frozen and the pulse is transferred to 
the ADC. 

and act as signal multiplexers. These circuits will be a combined analogue/digital device. 
The chips will be fabricated using standard 2/jm CMOS processing technology. This process 
gives devices with good analogue and digital performance at a reasonable cost. The chips 
will be read out under computer using control cards that speed up the da ta acquisition 
by inhibiting null-events from being converted by ADC but satisfying the criteria tha t no 
relevant information about an event is discarded. Signals from ail particles that impinge on 
a telescope that are associated with an event which fulfils the trigger criteria are recorded. 
The basic readout scheme is illustrated in fig. 17. 

The trigger requirements can be divided into two groups, internal triggers where the 
trigger is based on signals originating in CHICSI and external triggers where the trigger 
originates from external sources. The trigger criteria will vary from one measurement to 
another, and it is therefore imperative that as much as possible is controlled outside of 
the chamber. The approach adopted here is a multi-level trigger scheme where only the 
zero-order trigger is maintained on the chip. This zero-order trigger identifies coincidences 
within individual telescopes and is controlled by signals, threshold levels, logical levels etc., 
tha t are generated outside of the vacuum system. 

In order to cope with the high singles rates in the detectors, the readout system is 
arranged such that the signals will only be stored in the readout chips on receipt of a signal 
from the trigger system. This signal should arrive at some fixed time (30-200 ns) after 
arrival of the particles in the detectors. At any time after that the chip memory can be 
quickly reset within a few us. Thus each event requires two trigger decisions: a fast decision 
to «tore in all chips (within < 200 ns) and a slower decision to read out the chips (500 ns 
- L'J tns). 
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Figure 19: Chip readout trigger system. 

5 .2 R e a d o u t C h i p O r g a n i s a t i o n 

Figures 16 and 19 present schematically the readout chain and the on-chip trigger elec
tronics. The idea is to use the same design for the normal and forward telescopes. In the 
former case the scintillator input is not used. This will not affect the function of the chip. 
The number of telescopes that can be handled by each chip is not yet dear. Ideally we 
would like to have 32 telescopes per chip however because of cross-talk and complexity in 
general it may be necessary to reduce this to 16 or 8. Discussions with chip suppliers (so 
far mainly SI, Oslo) are currently in progress and the concept presented below should be 
regarded as tentative. 

5.2.1 Preampl i f i ers 

The function of the detector preamplifiers is to convert the charge pulse from the detectors 
to a voltage pulse. They consist of a simple charge integrator witb a feed-back capacitor 
of about 1 pF, which gives a sensitivity of 46 mV per MeV of deposited energy in a silicon 
detector. Table S summarises the preamplifier characteristics -

The high capacitance (1.1 nF) of the AE detector implies that a special preamplifier 
will have to be used. In particular the input capacitance should be matched to the detector 
capacitance which may place a limit on the number of telescopes readout by the chip 
because of the large chip area needed for these input capacitors. The other detectors can 
have conventional preamplifiers where the noise in equivalent electrons is about 500-800 
+ 50-detector capacitance (pF) (i.e. 0.5-1 2 keV fwhm). A further point that has to be 
considered is the low breakdown threshold of CMOS gales (< 10 V) which implies that an 
external capacitor must be used to isolate the detector bias from the input circuit. The 
alternative would be to use a special high voltage process, however we judge the additional 
cost, complexity and difficulties finding circuit constructors precludes this option. 
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Table 5: Detector and preamplifier characteristics. 

Detector Thickness 
(um) 

Capacitance 
(PF) 

Signal range 
(MeV) 

Resolution 
(MeV) 

Bias 
(V) 

AE 
E 

Scintillator 

10 
300/1000 

300 

1060 
2.95/0.85 

2.95 

0.1-25 
6-250 

1- 30") 

0.05 
0.020 
0.03") 

10 
200 
30 

°)Equivalent Si pulse height 

5 .2 .2 Shaper Amplif iers 

The function of the shaper amplifiers is to limit the response of the amplifier chain so as to 
optimise the signal to noise ratio in the readout chain. This stage also functions as a driver 
stage for the analogue shift register, performing gain matching so that full-span signals 
from the different types of detector produce pulses with the same maximum amplitude. In 
practice it will probably be necessary to gate the shaper using the read and hold signal, 
which is supplied by the trigger system to initiate storage of signals. 

5 . 3 T h e A n a l o g u e Shif t R e g i s t e r 

This block performs the dual function of analogue memory and multiplexer. On receipt 
of the read and store signal the data from the AE, E and scintillator detector is clocked 
serially into the analogue shift register. The data is read out by clocking it through the 
shift register with by the readout strobe. The readout strobe is generated by the readout 
card (fig. 18). The period of this pulse is determined by the requirement of an analogue 
output signal that is larger than the noise pedestal threshold. If the signal is smaller than 
the threshold the next strobe pulse is immediately generated (i.e. within 0.5-1.5 as of the 
preceding pulse). If the pulse is larger than the threshold it is converted by the ADC and 
the next strobe pulse is delayed until tne conversion is complete (say 5-10 /is). With this 
variable strobe scheme the readout lime for a 98 element linear shift register filled with 
null signals is ~100 /is compared with 0.5-1.0 ms if all signals are converted (depending on 
the time taken for the ADC to convert a pulse and be ready to accept the next one). 

The analogue shift register must fulfil quite stringent requirements with regard to res
olution and stability. In particular the signal amplitude must not be degraded relative to 
about 30% of the energy resolution over the maximum theoretical storage time (2 ms). Am
plitude variations due to variations in the efficiency of signal transfer from one cell to th 
output will however not degrade the resolution provided they are constant for a particular 
cell and independent of signal amplitude. 

S.3.1 Veto -Sag Electronics 

The function of the veto Bag is to determine if a high energy particle passed right through 
the entire AE E deteclur sandwich. The electronics consist of a preamplifier followed by 
a discriminator, the output of which is fed into a digital shift register The digital shift 
register is loaded on receipt of the read and store signal and read out sequentially using 
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Figure 20: On-chip trigger coincidence and veto-flag scheme, (a) Schematic plot of AE vs. 
E showing "punch through1' when particles penetrate right through the A E - E telescope. 
(fc)As for (a) with veto-flagged events removed. The A E and E thresholds are set so that all 
particles generate a trigger. (e)As for (b) with AE and E so only IMF's in the non shaded 
region generate a trigger, (d) as for (b) with > AE set to false so only light particles in the 
non-shaded region generate a trigger. 

the same readout strobe as for the analogue shift register. The discriminator level should 
be set externaUy and the gain and response should be matched so that the signal from a 
minimum ionising particle (MIP) (80 electron hole pairs / / im of Si) in a 300 pm detector 
lies above the noise level and exceeds the discriminator threshold. 

5 .3 .2 On-ch ip Trigger Electronics 

The on-chip trigger electronics is shown in fig. 19. Signals from the detector preamplifiers 
are fed to discriminators. The discriminator threshold for all AE detectors is derived from 
a common externally supplied level. Likewise for the E and scintillator channels. This 
is followed by logic that selects if an individual telescope has been triggered1. Figure 20 
shows how these trigger criteria arc applied. 

The raw AE-E telescope data will have a component due to punch through. In view 
of the fact that these particles contribute to the overall multiplicity and that they are high 
energy (and probably light) particles they contribute to the trigger and the telescope data, 
not discarded but flagged These events are subsequently removed off-line If the A E and 
E are set to just above tbe noise pedestal all particles will be accepted. In this state all 
particles depositing energy in the non-shaded region of fig. 20(b) above will generate a 
trigger. The trigger can be set to only IMF's by increasing the thresholds to encompass 
the IMF region (unshaded region in fig. 20(c)). Finally, by setting an external logic level 
the IMF's can be excluded from the trigger so it can only be generated by Ught particle» 
that Tall in the unshaded region of fig. 20(d) 

'Tnxittrrd u m*d to d«ootc thai th* p*flicl« folftb lh« tn(|«> c n l t n * T V trlnrop* ro»y h»vr b«*ti 
hit by a partiel* timt did not fulfil their rntvna. 
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The resulting trigger signal is fed to three circuits. One is a fast logic driver that is 
used to produce a signal within 20-50 ns of particle impinging on the telescope, indicating 
a telescope on the chip has registered a trigger. This may be used to set the read and store 
signal. 

The second circuit generates an analogue "multiplicity" signal with amplitude propor
tional to the number of telescopes on the chip that register a trigger. This signal is emitted 
within 20-50 ns of particle impingement. 

The third circuit is a latch that indicates the address of telescopes that have registered a 
trigger. The address information can be read out onto a bus on request from the computer 
some 100 ns or so after particle impingement. The readout will take place up to 100 /is 
after receipt of the fast trigger signal by the trigger system. 

5 .4 T r i g g e r S c h e m e s 

The trigger requirements for a particular event to be stored is determined by the physics 
one wishes to study. The trigger system is ordered in different levels. The lowest level (0) 
which deals with coincidences within each telescope is realised on the readout chips and is 
discussed above. 

The next level ( l ) is more flexible and physically situated outside of the vacuum cham
ber. This is based on conventional electronics (e.g. NTM) which provides a simple and 
flexible basis. This decision level in the trigger system has to provide the read and store 
signal within some 30-200 ns of the particles impinging on the telescopes. The decision 
can be based on the fast trigger pulse trom the chips, the multiplicity pulse size or a fast 
external source such as a T telescope, etc. 

The second and higher level trigger decisions can be taken over longer time. The second 
level decision is whether to read out the chips or not. This decision can be based on the 
pattern of triggered telescopes. This data which can be read out from the trigger pat tern 
latches on each chip contains information on the scattering and azimuthal angles. Third 
and higher level triggers may require significant computations on the analogue that is read 
out from the chips. It is questionable with the data rates here, and the high degree of data 
compression and the low cost of magnetic storage media if it is not better to store all these 
kinds of events and do the analysis off-line. 

Table 6 indicates how some different trigger criteria can be realised using this flexible 
scheme. 

6 Data Acquisition System 

The requirements set by CHICS1 on the data acquisition system are far from those 
of high-flow experiments (e.g. Euraball) but still an order of magnitude tougher than our 
earlier experiences The detector is expected to consist of around 540 particle-telescope», 
where something between S and 60 of the** are triggered for each event The event rate can 
in principle be as high as .0*/s for singles. However, in coincidence with external triggers, 
as the recoil detector, the event rate i» typically 10 1/» Although these estimates are very 
rough, they give an idea of the data rate expected 

The dala acquisition system for CH1CSI. see fig 21. is an extended vrrsion of T A R i S M A " 
(ref **), the V'ME-based system used by different project* since several y*ar» li n a mod
ular, flexible, stand-alone system, utilising the posstbibties of parallel processing offered by 
the VME bus 
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T a b l e 6 : TYigger levels fo r C H I C S I . 

Trigger criteria 
0 I 

Trigger level 
3 

External (prompt) read and store Read out for aJI Store for all 
e g n telescope generated on 

receipt of external 
Signal 

first level triggers second level 
triggers 

External (delayed) AEih and Eth Read and store Readout if Store for all 
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Figure 21: Total CHICSI acquisition system. 

To make the event readout as fast as possible, one CPU is constantly checking for event 
flags. As soon as it detects an event, it distributes the readout tasks among the parallel 
readout CPUs. The readout CPUs transport data to intermediate buffers and are then 
ready for next event. Next layer of processors take care of the final event building and 
output on storage media. 

The users' interface to the system for the control and monitoring of the data taking is 
today either OS-9 using direct connected terminals or network TCP/IP or MS-DOS via 
IBM-compatible PC, connected to the VME system by a high speed parallel link. Since 
there is no need of real time operating system support, supplied by OS-9, it is preferable 
to change to more powerful, general purpose UNIX. 

7 Target and Scattering Chamber 
The CHICSI internal-target experiment» will make use of the existing cluster jet target at 
CELSIUS This system has been in operation since 1989, providing so far target beams of 
hydrogen, deuterium, nitrogen and argon with target thicknesses in the range of 10" - 10" 
atoms/cm1 A gas recirculation and cleaning system is currently being installed to handle 
ru.™" " ° n o r a i t • 1 "»" «P«»i»« Sases lik' krypton and xenon, required e.g. for the 
C HIC5I experiments. 

In spring I99S, the scattering chamber connected to the cluster jet target was exchanged 
for a new more flexible one. allowing for wide-angle detect.on The new scattering chamber 
consist, of three parts, two permanent chambers including the valves towards the beam 
source and the beam dump, and an exchangeable central chamber The present central 
chamber, used by the WASA/PROM1CE coUabor.non at CELSIUS. «|]ow, a large fract.on 
of the hornontal plane and tK' vert.cally to be covered by external detector, outside the 
thin-walled central cylinder, and between r and »• for external forward detection by using 
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a thin-walled forward window. 
For the CHICSI experiments a new central chamber, accommodating the internal de

tector systems, is being designed. The chamber will have four large rectangular flanges 
for the installation of the silicon barrel of the TOF foil detectors. The mounting of the 
detectors, cables etc. will be made in a separate clean room before the installation. Funds 
have been granted for the construction of the new CHICSI central scattering chamber. 

The proposed way of mounting of the internal silicon and GSO detectors in a structure 
with several rings is shown in the enclosed CAD drawings, fig. 22. One could fill out with 
more detectors at angles close to 90° than is indicated in the figure. There must however 
be holes up and down for the cluster jet and the detector rings should be constructed to 
give an open structure that does not limit the pumping of the scattering chamber. There 
will be room in the horisontal plane, and optionally for out of plane angles, for the TOF 
detectors. 

We have access to Icapton insulated coaxial cables for the in-vacuum connections. The 
thin (1.04 mm 0) and very flexible cable has an impedance of 20 ohms. There is nowadays 
also a 50 ohm cable, but it is rather rigid and 2.5 mm thick. Crimp-type push-on contacts 
are available from USA or Russia. Vacuum feed throughs are usually designed for high 
currents and are therefore more bulky than necessary for us. However, more compact ones 
can be ordered from various companies. 

8 Future Plans for the Detectors 

8.1 Increase in Momentum Space Coverage 
Initially 200 GSO scintillators will be available from the St. Peterburg group. This will 
be sufficient to give a coverage of 15° - 40* scattering angle interval which is adequate to 
measure the vast majority of high energy IMF's. In future it is planned to include these 
scintillator elements in all the telescopes in CHICSI. This will enable high energy backward 
protons to be detected simultaneously with high energy IMF's in the forward direction-
For this reason a single chip is preferred for the readout rather than two chip designs for 
the 3 and 4 element telescopes. 

8.2 Integrated A E - E Detector Telescopes 

An interesting aim for the CHIC experiments is to bring down the energy cut-off on IMF 
detection from IA MeV to a few hundreds of keV/nudeon Integrated AE-E detectors 
based on epitaxial technique has been used to insert even thinner components - down to 5 
^m, see ref.°) 

The Lund-KTH group proposes the development of large area detectors based on Ion 
Beam Synthesis (IBS) techniques. The idea here is to utilise one of the latest developments 
in 3 dimensional integration technology, namely wafer to wafer bonding Here a SIMOX 
wafer which consists of a 0 5- IS ;rai Si/SiOj/Si substrate will be bonded to a wafer, which 
will subsequently form the thick E detector, using a buried metallic sibode layer The StO, 
and substrate layer is subsequently removed by mechanical and chemical polishing stage» 
The surface layer and back layer are ion implanted to form p* n junctions and contact 
area» This approach offer» a number of advantage» over th# epitaxial technique, but th» 
development demands 2-3 years of dedicated work 
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Figure 23: Time schedule for the CH1CSI project. 

8.3 A Projectile Fragmentation Wail 

In several experiments CHIC has used front walls based on plastic scintillator AE-E tele
scopes to identify the projectile-like fragments in heavy ion experiments. It is rather easy 
to construct such a wall for Ne induced {or even Kx induced) reactions and implement it 
in front of the gas jet target chamber (fig. 22). However, there exist already at TSL a very 
sophisticated forward detector for p-nucleus pion production experiments (the PHOM1CE 
wall) which may be utilised in our experiment» A dialogue has been taken up with the 
PROMICE group for ev data taking in coincidence with the CHJCSI detector 

9 Costs and Time Schedule 

The CHICS1 proposal represents an advanced integrated detector system In principle, the 
detector system should represent a stationary unit placed at one laboratory A transfer 
of the system, or parts of it. is of course possible, but one should not underestimate the 
manpower for such an operation. The costs listed in table 6 are based on the fact that all 
components are dedicated lo CHICS! 

Th* cost estimates are tentative with an expected uncertainty of about 20% They 
do not include manpower which the respective institutes dispose Probably, the project 
includes 6 man-years from various workshops and 4 roan-rears of phytic»** The project 
leader should at least spend half-lime on the project 

The time schedule shown in fig 23 is based on a 3 years project lime 
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Table 7: Total costs for the CHICS! detector. 
Equipment / activity Price (kSEK) 

Si-detectoi prod. (1000 telesc.) 2200 
HV-supplies 350 
Total detectors 2550 

Chip design 600 
Chip processing and packing 200 
Chip Readout-Controller» (RC) 200 
Electronics, modules 300 
Crates 150 
VME RISC processors (3) 200 
VME-computer interface 50 
Total front-end 1700 

Workstation 200 
External disk (2 1 GB) 40 
Exabyte ( 2 x 5 Gb) 60 
Software 50 
Total back-end 3S0 

Mechanical components 100 
Electronical components, cables etc 100 
Travels 100 
Total miscellaneous 300 

Total project coats') 4»00 

*)No target chamber cost» included 
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10 Appendix A: Recoil Detector System for CHICSI 

A.l Introduction H a r r y y w h i t l o w 

Experimental studies of heavy recoiling particles from heavy ion and hadron induced 
reactions have, because of experimental difficulties, received relatively little attention. 
Much of the nuclear mass from the non interacting part of the system remains in 
these recoils and thus their distribution in momentum space carries much useful 
information about the dynamics of the reaction. For example, the impact parameter, 
the nucleus-nucleus collision plane and momentum transfer in the collision. A recoil 
detector system can thus act as a useful trigger for collection of lighter fragments with 
CHICSI in order to study events at excitation energies below that required for break-up 
of the target nucleus. Up till now the mass and energy could only be determined by 
indirect methods such as the radiochemical technique [A1,A2] or track detectors like 
nuclear emulsions [A3] or plastics [A4]. This is because these recoiling target residues 
have an energy distribution that is peaked at about O.IA MeV vwth persistent tails 
extending to lower and higher energies. Thus they will be completely stopped in 
conventional foil targets or thin windows preceding detectors because of their very 
short range (a few urn). 

The combination of extremely thin gas jet targets (a few 10 1 3 at cm 2 thin!) and the 
intense circulating beams available at CELSIUS renders the recoiling target nuclei 
accessible to suitable detectors. (Indeed the perturbation of the recoil on the exit path 
through the gas target is so small that statistical stopping theory is not valid.) In recent 
years detector telescopes have been developed for 0.05 - 1A MeV heavy particles (A > 
8 ) for use in materials research where they have proved to be very trenchant [AS|. 
These telescopes measure the Time of Right (TOF) between two carbon foil time zero-
detectors and the recoil energy (E) using a silicon diode detector. 

We have conducted an extensive development study of the suitability of these TOF-E 
detector telescopes detection of low energy recoils for detection of recoiling target 
residues in CM1CSI. This development work covered several areas: (i) Investigation of 
the factors effecting the mass resolution. Oil investigation of the response of p-i-n 
diodes to low energy heavy recoil fragments and (iii) development of a new type of 
compact recoil telescope for CHICSI with a minimum of non homogeneous material 
in the recoil path through the detector telescope 

A.2 Mass resolution and response of TOF-E target residue telescopes. 
The mass resolution has been studied using an existing system for materials analyst* 
Elastic recoils with known masses and a continuous energy spectrum extending over 
from 0 Ô A MeV to 0.1-0 6A MeV were produced by bombarding thick solid sampli", at 
a glancing incidence with 48 MeV "'Br*- ions, see fig Ala [Af>| The resulting TOP ,i'id 
energv signals for each recoil were stored in a data file and sorted off-line to produce 
mass spectra for a number of different recoil energies Figs Alb and Ale show the 
mass resolution for "'Br as a function of recoil energy and separation I of the TOF 
detectors Also shown are calculated estimates of the contribution"- to the mas-, 
broadening from the E detector broadening (short dashed line, fig AI b.c). resolution 
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Figure M Measurement of the mass resolution of TOF-E telescope for low energu recoils a) Experimental 
set-up. b) Mass spreading oatmetensed in terms If» square root of the second moment dM of the mass 
distribution vs. recoil energy fori* 0.4375 m. c> dM vs. distance L over which the TOF is measured for 0.1 
AMeV »'8r 
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of the TOF measurement (dotted line, figs. Alb and c), as well as contributions from 
thickness variations, and energy straggling in the carbon foils as well as multiple 
scattering and geometric effects (other lines in figs. Alb and c). Clearly the dominant 
contribution is associated with the silicon detector resolution. This implies that 
compact TOF telescopes with a short flight length can be constructed without 
sacrificing mass resolution. At the same time it also implies that unless detectors 
become available with energy resolution better than for silicon diode detectors, single 
isotope resolution .vill be limited to the region with A < 30. 

To elucidate the response of silicon diode detectors to low energy recoil fragments a 
further series of experimental measurements was conducred[A7] where the TOF 
section was used to define the energy of low energy recoiling fragments. Silicon diode 
detectors from a number of different manufactures were investigated. Fig. A2 shows 
the pulse height response vs. recoil fragment energy for a 1 2 C, 3 1 P and 8 1Br particles. 
Clearly the pulse height response is very linear which is important for calibration. 

/ 

// 
// 

•s,-
4 / 

:V . *t. 

Figure A2 Pulse height vs. ettergi/ for a silicon diode detector. The lines represent straight line fits to the 
data. Tlii' uncertainty in determining the pulse heights is smaller than the size of the data points. 

It was found that the energy E of the recoils could be related to the pulse height (X) by 
the simple relation: 

E(X,A) = (C| A+C 2 )X + C, A + C (Al) 

Here the constants C t through C 4 varied from detector to detector. The damage 
introduced into the detectors by heavy ions was also investigated using deep level 
transient spectroscopy (DLTS). Here the dominant electrically active defect is are singly 
and doubly charged divacancies as well as an unidentified strong acceptor trap that 
might be associated with the implanted recoils. Although diodes showed some degree 
of recovery after annealing at 200 " C, which would be encountered during vacuum 
bakeout. full recovery requires temperatures in excess of 325° C where the divacancies 
can be removed by annealing out. 

A.3 The CHICS I recoil detector system 
The CH1CS1 recul detector system consists of arrays of TOF-E detector telescopes placed 
outside of the CHICS! rings, see fig. A2. In this case, to facilitate free passage of the 
recoils to the recoil telescope, a sector of the rings of CH1CSI AE-E detector telescopes is 
removed. The recoil telescope arrays are made up of a number of elements, each 
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element corresponding to a E detector area of 20 mm by 20 mm. In accordance with 
section A2 above the flight length is very short (150 mm) which means the entire 
recoil telescope array can be enclosed the planned scattering chamber. 

Conventional carbon foil detectors designs which are based on off-axis electron 
collection, half-turn electron cyclotron and electron mirrors are unsuitable 
construction of large arrays of telescopes. This is because they have circular geometry 
or they are too bulky to 

CELSIUS beam 

160- \ 

146* I*) 135 120" 115' 

Figure Al CMCS1 Irccoil Mtsaip/ array configuration. 

permit close packing to construct compact telescopes. A further problem with 
conventional TOF-E detector telescopes is the background associated with scattering of 
recoils from grids used to accelerate the secondary electrons produced when the recoils 
pass through the carbon foils of the time detectors. To overcome these problems, a 
novel compact TOF-E telescope is being developed where the recoils only encounter 
carbon foils on their passage through the detector a new type of time detector has been 
developed. 

These telescopes stacked in sectors to make up a detector array Each detector element 
spans a small element of solid angle. The length over which the TOF is measured is 
only 150 mm long. This length is as discussed in |A21 sufficient to give full mass 
resolution whilst allowing the entire telescope to be very compact. Two carbon foil 
time detectors are used because although good timing signals can be extracted from a 
silicon diode detector for a limited range of energies of particles, it is very difficult to 
obtain good timing signals from a silicon diode for a wide range of low energy particle 
energies and masses. The telescope design was calculated using standard electron 
optical design methods in which the electric field at each point in the detector is 
determined by solving Laplace's equation, subsequently the electron trajectories are 
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calculated bv a time step approach. 

The electron-optical design of time detectors is complicated by the need to achieve 
both spatial and temporal focusing of the electrons on the entrance plane of the 
channel plate electron multipliers. The usual approach is to rapidly accelerate the 
electrons to a high energy and steer the electrons onto a large area channel plate 
multiplier. Here it was decided to use a small area channel plate multiplier for 
compactness and to minimise the contribution to the overall time spreading due to 
transit time differences due to electron path length differences over the anode surface. 

p-i-n diode 
detector 

CHIC prototype recoil fragment telescope 

Screen (OVj 

7 
Foil (-4000 V) 

A1 (-3000 V) 
A2 (-4000 V) 

Figure A4 CHICSI rewil lelescvpt Jfsijpi 

Channel plate 
entrance plane (0 V) 

A large number of concepts were investigated. The best solution turned out to be to 
use the translational symmetric three element electron lens concept shown in Figure 
A4 below. The idea was to rapidly accelerate the electrons and focus them onto the 
channel plate entrance at high energy. 

However this concept required a large and bulky electron lens with high voltages The 
final design represents a compromise solution where the secondary electrons are 
accelerated to an intermediate high energy in the gap between the first element and 
the foil. The focusing then takes place in a small compact, low-voltage, electron lens 
and the final acceleration is between the channel plate entrance window and the final 
lens element. In contrast to the other configurations tested this design was quite 
tolerant lo stray electric fields and mechanical tolerances The time resolution of the 
telescope based on the configuration shown in fig 4A is belter than 200 ps fwhm The 
Iranslational symmetry of the design ensures that in the first gap the electrons 
experience no momentum increase in the direction perpendicular to the paper in 
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fig. 4A. The initial energy of isotopically distributed secondary electrons is small (1 - 20 
eV) thus after the first acceleration gap the all the electrons trajectories lie closely 
within the same vertical plane. This means there is a 1:1 correspondence between the 
lateral position the recoil impinges on the foil and the horizontal point where the 
electrons impinge on the channel plate. Thus the scattering angle of the recoil can be 
determined by the channel plate that is triggered. 
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11 Appendix B: The CA07 Test Run at CELSIUS, Dec 15-
20, 1992 

During the wor* with this status report the CHIC collaboration per rormed a test experi
ment with 0.27, 0.29, 0.31 and 1.0 GeV proton beams on the Ar gas jet target at CELSIUS. 
We had 11-element plastic range telescopes devoted to pion identification placed at 45° and 
108° and a monitor telescope for absolute normalisation placed at 113°. The following per
formance was obtained during the 1A GeV part of the test: 
Number of stored protons < 3-10 1 1 

Luminosity < 3 1 0 3 0 s - 1 c m " 3 

Half-life of beam --15 min 
Maximum useful flat top length --30 min 

These values are in fact somewhat better than the predictions, which made the singles 
count rate in the 30 msr telescope at 45° become high enough to call for a reduction of the 
injection by a factor of 4. The flux into this detector was composed of about 40% protons, 
5% pions and 55% background particles (no cooling possible at 1A GeV). The resolution 
between pions, protons and electrons was excellent and so was the x + identification from 
delayed ADC - prompt ADC pulse shape discrimination of the muon from the TT/J decay. 

The background had two components, a "normal" electron/gamma component with a 
clear direction from the target and an abnormal component of several kinds of particles with 
a more unspecified direction. The latter component was also registered in detectors placed 
randomly around the storage ring, just outside the beam pipe. It was clearly associated 
with the ooset of the gas jet target and it is strongly reduced when the electron cooling was 
utilized for the lower energy beams. Naturally this background will be a serious problem for 
CHICSI with detectors quite close to the beam axis but it should be stressed that cooling 
is possible for all heavy ion velocities. A special program devoted to heavy ions and to 
this background problem will be performed during spring according to the CELSIUS beam 
staff. 
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